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TheNational Institutes of Health are dedicated to un-

derstandingdisease through research and to translat-

ing progress in scientific consensusdevelopment. The
development of The Bethesda System is one example
of the

role government can assume as a facilitator. A
second example of governmental involvement is the

passage of the Clinical Laboratory Improvement
Amendmentsin 1988 (CLIA 88), which will influence

the pråctice of cytopathology in the near future. The

Bethesda System
is the product of a National Cancer

Instihste-ponsoredworkshop that brought together

cytopathologists and other medical and health care

specialists
to

develop a rational, uniform diagnostic

terminology for cervical/vaginal cytology. The Be-

thesda System is designed to replace the obsolete

Papanicolaou classification. The primary advantage
of The Bethesda System is that it facilitates unambig-
uous communication of clinically relevant diagnostic

information.In addition, it provides informationre-

garding the adequacy of the specimen, which may
decrease the number of false-negative diagnoses.

Finally, to the greatest extent possible, it relies upon

terminology currently in use. CLIA 88 addresses

many aspects of quality assurance, including work-

load limitations, record keeping and proficiency test

ing. The challenges that gynecologic cytopathology
will encounter with the development of regulations

to implement CLIA 88 are discussed.

A computer system for data processing in a histopa-

thology and cytopathology laboratory handling
about 16,000 new specimensayear is described. The
system is used for storing all data, producing the re-

ports, identifying unfinished cases, retrieving pre-

vious reports for patients with new specimens, tabu-

lating specific findings, making monthly reports of

diagnoses of malignancy, correlating histologic and

cytologic diagnoses, surveying findings according to

organ and morphology, and billing. The introduc
tion of the computer system has provided
cant augmentation of productivity and a basis for

quality control, scientific research and cytopatholog

signifi

ic correlations.
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Although most contemporary cell analysis systems
are based on processing and analyzinggray-valueim-

ages, human investigators use the color information

in cytologic specimens to a great extent. This presen-

tation describes the implementation of
algorithms

us-

ing color information in a computerized cell analysis

system. Instead of recording 8-bit data, as is the
case

for a gray-level image, a color image consists of 3
times 8 bits of data, i.e., the color extractions for red

(R), green (G) and blue (B)spectra. The RGB extrac-


